Summary: The paper deals with the specific use of rhetorical questions in a particular, national type of parliamentary discourse. After a discussion about rhetorical questions in general, the specifics of the Polish parliamentary discourse are described. The data comes from a part of a parliamentary debate on an emergency topic. This mostly conflictual subgenre is named "issue specific question time". Based on numerous samples, this analysis reveals three main characteristics within the parliamentary use of rhetorical questions in the Sejm: firstly, the Members of Parliament mostly waive self-answering to rhetorical questions; secondly they treat rhetorical questions as an appropriate tool to formulate statements with question syntax. Both findings are based on the specific parliamentary turn taking rules, viz the right to speak is institutionally linked with the requirement to pose at least one question. The third major characteristic is that rhetorical questions were posed in sequences with other standard or non-standard questions. Thus, the clarity of the unspoken answers in the hearer's minds can often be conveyed to the other non-rhetorical questions in the sequence.
Introduction
The literature about rhetorical questions confronts multiple issues: what a rhetorical question is; why an addressee perceives an utterance in interrogative form as a rhetorical question; and what functions a rhetorical questions performs or illocutionary forces it exerts. This paper will focus on the functional aspect of rhetorical questions, not on their synthetic description. Schmidt-Radefeldt (1977) divides functions of rhetorical questions into two categories. One is, broadly speaking, modal. A speaker can use a rhetorical question to highlight certitude or incertitude, to evaluate content, or to express a propositional attitude (such as emphasis, indignation or reproach). Otherwise the speaker can vary the degree of his or her own commitment to the proposition expressed in the utterance or to the utterance itself. These functions are not mutually exclusive. Portraying rhetorical questions as "a type [of] indirect speech act", Frank (1990: 723-4 ) also spots "multiple purposes" that such questions perform, while emphasizing that their functions exclude requests for information. In her analysis, their main function is mitigation of face-threatening acts. Because interrogative form casts doubt on the speaker's certitude or commitment, addressees can tolerate stronger statements than they would accept if posed as assertions (Frank 1990: 725) . The comprehensive analysis of rhetorical questions by Ilie (1994) further develops the theme of "multifunctionality" (Ilie 1994: 59) . According to her, rhetorical questions function both as statements and as questions. Interrogative form enables speakers to avoid full responsibility for the utterance and can function as challenge, that is casting doubts on the validity claims of the addressed person (Lachenicht 1980: 668-675) . A feature peculiar to rhetorical questions is their capacity to act as valid answers to previous questions (authentic or rhetorical) posed by an interlocutor and even to reveal a positive commitment by the speaker to his or her answer (Ilie 1994: 217) . 1 Even from this brief, loose and fragmentary enumeration of functions ascribed by literature to rhetorical questions, still a certain characterization of rhetorical questions emerges. Instead of providing evidence for or against any precise definition of rhetorical question, I will refer to Ilie (1994) , who offers an extensive summary of the debates over ubiquitous definitions. Repetition of all her arguments is superfluous, but her own attempt to offer a comprehensive definition merits a simplified presentation. For Ilie (1994: 128) a rhetorical question uses interrogative form to present a challenging statement that expresses the speaker's commitment to the implicated answer with the aim of obtaining recognition in the addressee's mind.
In sum, three issues are particularly relevant for the analysis of rhetorical questions. First is the capacity of rhetorical questions to act as answers to previous questions, which relates to the fundamental puzzle posed by the discrepancy between question form and statement. Second is the "multifunctionality" (Ilie 1994) or "multiple purposes" (Frank 1990 ) cited previously. Most of these 1 The function of rhetorical questions as appropriate answers to questions was stressed in detail by Ilie for the courtroom discourse (Ilie 1995 ) and in TV talk shows (Ilie 1999) . In keeping with the rhetorical question as answer function, Schaffer (2005) itemized it by formulating the "rhetorical question-as-retort" concept, to focus on rhetorical questions as "quick, often witty, sometimes sharp-edged verbal repl[ies]" (Schaffer 2005: 435). functions are neither exclusive nor peculiar to rhetorical questions, and any given rhetorical question may perform several of the possible functions. What functions a given rhetorical question performs depends on various contextual considerations, such as genre of the text in which the question appears or, especially, the social relationship among the speaker and any addressees. Third, that social relationship shapes any effects caused by a rhetorical question. In other words, the social context of the participants and the speech situation determine which functions utterance of a rhetorical question performs and which, if any, function becomes dominant in the specific context. The need to analyze social context emerges not only from Frank's (1990) appreciation for the capacity of rhetorical question to mitigate or to reinforce the assertiveness of propositions expressed in the utterance, but also from the suggestion, unfortunately not further explained, by Brown and Levinson (1978: 228-230 ) that a rhetorical question is a means of performing a face threatening act (FTA). Ilie (1994) also portrays the function of challenging as dependent on the social balance between the participants.
The Polish Parliament (Sejm)
As a subtype of political discourse, parliamentary discourse has received less linguistic, especially pragmatic, analysis than it deserves (cf. e.g. Ilie 2006 Ilie , 2010 ). An exception is the parliamentary discourse in the House of Commons, especially if regarded from an intercultural perspective. Probably, the greater attention to the House is founded in its long tradition -the longest of all parliaments -and in being the prototype and template for parliaments emerging later. Furthermore, the House of Commons has specific rules, which might strike non-British observers as peculiar, for interaction and speaking in the chamber. In contrast to the House of Commons, where dissent prevails over consensus, in the Polish Sejm the consensus orientation is clearly more dominant.
Discourse in the Sejm has been analyzed in two publications in English (Ornatowski 2010 (Ornatowski , 2014 and in several in Polish. Still, even within the literature on political discourse, the Polish parliament remains rather a side issue. Monographs by Laskowska (2004) and Majkowska (2012) deserve mention as examples of pragmatic analysis. Laskowska uses speech act theory to reveal the ubiquity of evaluatives in the speeches of Polish deputies. Identifying the full set of subgenres in Polish parliamentary discourse, Majkowska uses discourse analysis to construct a detailed description of parliamentary communication as a whole. She also finds that evaluation predominates, which is according to centered analysis on world views and often expressed in impolite forms designed to persuade potential voters.
Despite wide variation from one national parliament to the next in specifics, some abstract features of parliamentary discourse are general across all or most parliaments. These features include rules for turn-taking, default forms of verbal address, and institutional preferences for the degree of collectiveness that is permissible or encouraged. The fact that certain formal norms exist in any parliament does not, of course, entail that compliance with the formal norms is full or even prevalent. Compliance depends on political culture that evolves from historical experience. The most recent stage of Poland's political history began with the first non-communist government in 1989 and continues to the present day. Despite the overthrow of communist rule, today's Sejm perpetuates some practices characteristic of and evidently inherited from the socialist era (Ornatowski 2010: 234) . Hangovers from the previous regime are evident in reduced interaction between speakers. They are most visible in the absence of immediate answers to spoken questions. During question time, all questioners ask their questions consecutively. Only when the last questioner has finished does a single respondent present a general answer to all the issues raised by the questioners. This procedure naturally allows the respondent to omit or downplay issues that are inconvenient or awkward for the respondent to address. Elsewhere parliamentary question time may be "the most adversarial among parliamentary genres" (Ayala 2001: 159) , but the Polish procedure mitigates aggressiveness in question time, which is consequently no more adversarial than other parliamentary subgenres.
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Although deprived of the opportunity for verbal aggression in question time, Polish deputies are still able to compensate in other contexts because all items on the Sejm's agenda are discussed according to a uniform procedure. Discussion of each agenda item begins with a presentation by a representative of the commission to which the draft agenda item has previously been referred. The commission representative presents the commission's amended draft of the agenda item in question. A representative of the government speaks next, followed by representatives of each of the various clubs (the name for fractions). Finally, all deputies may pose questions about the amended draft. As in question time, they pose their questions consecutively without receiving answers to each question immediately. Once all the questioners on the initial list of registrants have used their time, the original representatives from the commission and from the government answer 2 The topic of the question time ("informacja bieżąca"), which is obligatory in each debate, is determined by the council of elders. Besides this question time, in every debate took place a more formal question time called "question on current issues" ("pytania w sprawach bieżących"). In contrast to the genuine question time, here the questions were submitted to the government in writing before. Hereby the degree of spontaneity of orality by both, the emitter and the recipient, is rather low, because they almost always read the questions out in the plenum. all questions in bundled form. No questioner may formulate any further requests, remarks, or supplementary questions, even if the representatives of the commission and the government have ignored the original question.
Accordingly, for nearly every agenda item, an admittedly small question time occurs. Every agenda item therefore offers the opportunity for controversy, confined only by the limits of the topic being discussed. I will call this parliamentary subgenre issue specific question time.
During issue specific question time, the Speaker usually allocates time to speak, and each MP receives one to three minutes. How long each MP may speak depends on the time previously allocated to debate on the issue at hand and on the number of MPs desiring to pose questions. The number of questioners indicates the importance of the issue being debated and the opportunity for deputies to gain by asking questions about it. MPs especially benefit during so-called emergency debates that, in the case of the Sejm, concern emergency or conflictual topics. Certain subjects, for example ideological issues, are expected to become controversial because of the strong polarization of Polish politics "between two major blocks" (Ornatowski 2010: 232) that have emerged since the system change in 1989. An emergency topic can be added to the agenda of a scheduled debate for the sake of responding to some current incident or political affair. Formally it is an "Information of the Prime Minister about…" ("Informacja prezesa Rady Ministrów o…") that does not require the deputies to vote or to consider a resolution or law. The concerned member of the government presents the information and answers the questions. These emergency topics draw the public attention, that is noticeably weaker for formal question time in the Sejm than for question time in the House of Commons, not to mention for Polish parliamentary discourse in general.
Finally, Polish parliamentary discourse adheres to regular patterns of address. All speakers must overtly direct their statements and questions to the Speaker ("Mrs Speaker!"/"Pani Marszałek!"). They may optionally also overtly address the chamber, an official such as the Prime Minister ("High Chamber! Mr Premier!"/"Wysoka Izbo! Panie Premierze!"), or the plenum. From a pragmalinguistical perspective, these overt forms of address conceal a variety of covert addressees, as deputies may be speaking to the physically absent public, to the media, to all voters, only to their base electorate, to their club or to their whole party, or the opponents, etc. (cf. Kühn 1995) The observation that "form is important, but performance is crucial" (Chilton 2004: 108) pertains to all parliamentary discourse, yet question time stands out for offering MPs "the chance to score a political point" (Ayala 2001: 159) . In routine debates that draw little public attention, the main perlocutionary goals on the macro-level include eliciting information, gaining consideration for merits of alternative courses of action, or seeking action by the government. The macrolevel perlocutionary goal in emergency debates can be described as recruiting voters in future elections. If the deputy's party wins more votes in a future election by participating actively in a debate, the perlocutionary effect is achieved. Resort to rhetorical questions on the micro-level in parliamentary discourse offers one strategy to accomplish the macro-level goal of recruiting voters. For that reason, all examples of rhetorical questions discussed in this paper have been chosen from a single debate that drew extraordinary public attention. 
Rhetorical Questions and Verbal Responses
The implication of classical rhetorics that rhetorical questions preclude answers is oversimplified and obsolete, as the following sample from the Polish Parliament proves:
(1) Proszę państwa, co Platforma Obywatelska potrafi robić? (Poseł Anna Zalewska: Nic.) (Głos z sali: Nic nie robi.) also clearly negative, the explicit answers in example 1 verbalize the speaker's implicated answer. Of course verbalization of an answer to a rhetorical question is no new finding, as Ilie has shown based on analyzes of political speeches and courtroom discourse (1994: 84-85) . Verbalization may come either from audience members or from the speaker. Indeed, self-answering to rhetorical questions is characteristic of the subgenre of political speeches within political discourse (Ilie 1994: 139) . While in example 1, fellow party members of the speaker verbalize the expected negative answer, self-answering by the speaker also occurs in the Sejm:
(2) Jak to się stało? Jak to się dzieje, że urzędy nie zareagowały? Minister finansów mówi: wina wszystkich, tylko nie moja. The speaker shortens and thus simplifies the utterances of the finance minister, although pretending to quote him directly. Proceeding from that face-threatening simplification, the MP asks a rhetorical question concerning the competence of the minister. Of course, always blaming others is semantically not a competence, but the speaker presupposes it. In parliamentary discourse the implicated answer can be dichotomous, depending on the social relationships between the speaker and the addressees. An addressee belonging to the same ideological group as the speaker answers ironically: "Yes, that's his competence." A responder who is an opponent of the speaker, while recognizing the implicated answer, refuses to commit to it. In (2) the speaker gives the answer himself. Contradicting the implicated ironic, positive answer, his answer is negative, treating his own question as non-ironic. By refusing to violate the maxim of quantity by uttering an obvious truth, the speaker mentally reverses his answer from "yes" to "no" and extends the answer with the ideologically loaded "disregard for crucial state policies and for crucial human matters," to deny competence to the minister. The self-answer in (2) is unusual among complements to rhetorical questions in the Sejm. Turn-taking rules during specific issue question time explain the infrequency of self-answered rhetorical questions.
Issue specific question time in the Polish Sejm is highly productive of rhetorical questions, as it is for oral questions in general. Intent to pose a question is the formal criterion for an MP to become eligible to speak. Naturally, MPs often flout this institutional restriction on the syntax of their utterances. A self-answer to a (rhetorical) question would seem a particular flagrant case of the many breaches of parliamentary decorum that deputies commit anyway. Although the Speaker occasionally calls the deputies to order, no real sanctions are available to enforce the requirement to pose questions. Still the expectation that MPs will pose questions probably decreases the frequency of examples like (2) in the issue specific question time. Self-answers occur more often in the declarations of opinions by the parliamentary clubs, whose representatives are not bound by the requirement to pose questions.
Nonetheless, examples from "issue specific question time" with self-answers, such as (2), are quite complex. Another example, even more subtle in its functioning as a rhetorical question, is (3) In the rhetorical question the speaker alludes to the winged phrase describing Poland as a "green island," familiar from a 2009 speech by then Prime Minister Donald Tusk. Tusk called Poland a "green island" within the European Union to highlight Poland's positive economic growth against the backdrop of global financial crisis. The speaker in example (3) obviously opposes the concept of Poland-as-green-island. The implicated answer would have to be "No, Poland is not a green island". Because his verbal response does not reject this implicated answer to his rhetorical question, the implication that "Poland is not a green island!" holds. The speaker alludes to Tusk's original positive connotation by verbalizing the affirmative answer "Yes, Poland is a green island". But simultaneously the speaker flouts the affirmative answer by replacing the mental proposition "economic growth" with the spoken proposition "frauds".
Rhetorical Questions as Statements
According to Goody "rhetorical question forms minimize the emphasis on the information channel" and they can be considered as the "opposite to the pure information questions " (1978: 30 The interrogative particle "czy" is the most frequent marker of a yes-no question in Polish. The addresser thus restricts the possible answers to two: either "No, I don't find such behavior unethical" or "Yes, I find such behavior unethical". Obviously, the speaker anticipates the first answer while considering the second to be correct. Even if we take into account the possibility that both answers could be valid, neither answer, nor even the question, presents interesting or new information. Instead the speaker is emphasizing the propositional content. In his view the behavior he describes is naturally unethical. The illocution in (4) is obviously the evaluative assertion that "behaving like that is unethical towards the citizens". At the moment of posing the question it is irrelevant whether the primary addressee, the Prime Minister, shares the questioner's commitment. Although the overt addressee is the Prime Minister, his reaction is irrelevant to any of the utterance's implications or to its mental uptake by the audience. Rhetorical questions commit the speaker not only to some implicated answer (Ilie 1994: 56) but also to the propositional content of the utterance posed as an interrogative. The questioner conveys this commitment or agreement to the propositional statement of the rhetorical question. In a perfect world from the speaker's perspective, all addressees share his commitments. If they do not share the commitments, an utterance in the form of a rhetorical question convinces them. Example 5 illustrates how both commitment to an implicated answer and commitment to propositional content can differ between speaker and addressees: The speaker presents an argument affirming the propositional content of the concluding rhetorical question -"the public procuracy is not independent" -by characterizing the contemporary condition of the public prosecution in Poland. The speaker's commitment to his implicated answer is easy to recognize: he disapproves the situation that he describes. A listener belonging to the speaker's opponents would share the commitment to the speaker's implicated answer. Nevertheless, such a listener would reject the underlying proposition as untruthful. Consequently, he would (at least mentally) formulate an answer to the rhetorical question which stands in contrast to the answer implicated by the speaker. Utterance of the proposition in the rhetorical question is face threatening, since the government upheld by the speaker's opponents will lose credibility if the speaker's various audiences, direct or indirect, agree that the public procuracy lacks independence. Each group operating in parliamentary discourse recognizes the commitments and agreements of all other groups. Each group even recognizes any FTA, but the requirement to ask questions deprives every group, except the speaker, of any institutionalized opportunity to reject an FTA voiced as a rhetorical question or to explain the matter from its own perspective. In summary, it can be said that the perception of rhetorical questions by all actors within the parliamentary discourse can coincide in a shared recognition of the implicated answer to which the speaker commits. At the same time, the various actors' perceptions can diverge with respect to whether they agree or disagree with the conveyed proposition to which the speaker commits. Passage 6 offers a second example where commitment converges but agreement diverges. To comply with the requirement that every intervention consists of a question, in (6) the speaker exploits the norm that every contribution will begin with an institutionalized greeting by uttering three greetings; he then immediately launches into a rhetorical question. The triply geminated greeting serves to underline how unambiguous the proposition is, that the rhetorical question conveys: "No need for additional questions from this desk." Members would certainly agree that additional questions from any desk in the chamber do not end any debate on a controversial issue, such as the one that provides the context for (6). Hidden behind MP Borkowski's rhetorical question is another assertion: "Many questions being posed are being asked only in order to repeat arguments concerning issues that have already been fully stated." In contrast to the shared commitment concerning what answer is implicated (that no further questions are needed), agreement with that answer diverges: one group would reject any connection between the number of questions and the sufficiency of debate on the issue. The other group, to which the speaker belongs, draws a link between relentless raising of questions and the implicit unwillingness of the government to act on the issue. In parliamentary discourse, as in political discourse in general, the acceptance of the speaker's commitment most often depends upon the political affiliation. However, even with differing values and thus with differing shared commitments, the opponent recognizes the speaker's desired response and his desired commitments to the response and the proposition. The speaker knows this setting and does not cherish the illusion that his counterparts can be persuaded. Since persuasive speech cannot be productively addressed toward the other MPs who compose the physically present audience, the physically absent potential electorate composes one set of addressees of rhetorical questions, as also of other verbal strategies. The MP may use rhetorical questions to reinforce the bond to his base electorate or to recruit new voters into the base electorate. Reinforcing the boundary dividing the MP from both present and absent political opponents while bonding with fellow members of the MP's own party, both present in parliament and absent in the electorate, are macro-level functions of all parliamentary discourse (Chilton 2004: 109) . These macro-level goals can be realized by rhetorical questions on the micro-level.
Posing Questions without Asking

Rhetorical questions in question sequences
As Ilie (1994) has shown, in political speeches rhetorical questions seem to be so dear to politicians that they often occur in sequences. Sequences of rhetorical questions or rhetorical questions mixed with other question types occur frequently in the Sejm, too. When intervening during issue specific question time, the MPs utter questions in either connected or disconnected sequences. It is not unusual to find such sequences in a question-related parliamentary genre. However, pure sequences consisting only of rhetorical questions are rare; usually the MPs mix or alternate different question types. For sake of simplicity, I confine myself here to a dichotomy distinguishing rhetorical from non-rhetorical questions. By opening example 7 with the ironic characterization of the prime minister as "that great admirer of liberty," the speaker hints that his meaning will not be solely literal. The ironical marker reduces the risk of inaccurate decoding of the following two rhetorical questions. The mutually reinforcing unambiguity of the two nearly identical rhetorical questions can cognitively trigger a mental transfer of the unambiguity to the following third question, which is non-rhetorical. It can be either an "elicit:inform" utterance (Tsui 1992: 102) , seeking the name of a responsible person, or a request for action 7 seeking punishment of the responsible person. The implicated answer is obvious from the presupposition -there must be someone responsible affiliated to the Prime Minister or his government's environment -which the sequence of questions renders even less disputable than it would be anyway. By opening with a detailed description of the public procuracy's current condition, the MP's uttering (see example 8) constructs herself as competent to enter the debate. By then requesting the knowledge of the addressee with three parallel yes-no questions, she implicates that the addressee does not even know a single one of the answers. This move exploits the Sejm's norm that oral questions during debate purport being "real" interrogative acts expecting authentic answers from a knowledgeable interlocutor. The norm in the Sejm stands in sharp contrast to questions embedded in political speeches, or in any other relatively monologic subgenres of political discourse, such as government declarations. At the same time, a full spatiotemporal analysis would consider "participant positioning in space and time" (Ilie 2006: 192) . Such an analysis calls attention to the presence of incomplete adjacency pairs. All questions posed at any minute may draw answers delayed in time, whether within ten minutes or within two hours. The temporal delay depends on how many deputies ask questions before the presenters resume the floor to respond to all the questions at once. The MPs do not have to justify themselves for implicating and insinuating statements camouflaged as questions. At worst, they may encounter immediate heckling from the benches. The deputies are fully aware that the Speaker may not rebuke them for breaking the rules of question time by making assertions as long as they frame their assertions in interrogative syntax as rhetorical questions.
I claim that the time lag between the questions and their verbal responses further motivates the speakers to convey statements, commitments, and evaluations. The parallel yes-no question sequence in (8) raises a meta-question whether the speaker would be satisfied by a combined answer such as: "The answer to Ms Deputy Dorota Wróbel is three times 'yes'" -especially if this combined answer occurred three hours later, when everyone had forgotten her original questions. The speaker of example 8 gains mainly by posing assertions that are polar, evaluative and face threatening. She (in this case) would be best off if the answerer merely repeated her face-threatening propositions stated in her questions. Naturally, an answerer does not do that.
Instead of posing questions in sequences, speakers sometimes coordinate them by conjunctions: The interrogative acts might have been segregated: "Where has the transport minister been?" "What has the transport minister done in this matter?" The implicated answer to the first question is obvious and would be approximately "nowhere" or "not where he should be". If posed separately, the second question could be construed as information-eliciting. By combining these two questions into one with a coordinating conjunction, as in (9), the speaker transports the implicated negative answer to the rhetorical question across the conjunction to the information question, the answer to which is otherwise not as self-evident as the answer to the preceding rhetorical question.
Conclusion
The frequency of rhetorical questions in the Sejm depends on the parliamentary subgenre. Parliamentary debates display various degrees of spontaneity and conflict potential. The source of rhetorical questions in this paper was chosen in accordance with these criteria. All questions were taken from the parliamentary subgenre issue specific question time, which is an integral component of nearly all debated agenda items in the Polish parliament. Furthermore, the chosen debate issue was an emergency topic enjoying high public attention. I assumed that the deputies are especially motivated to benefit from their appearances in this debate. In this dual context, the frequency of rhetorical and other noninformation-eliciting questions proved to be high. This finding is not surprising in a subgenre strictly confined to posing questions. Issue specific question time entails three major characteristics. First, nearly every MP who desires time to speak must use interrogative syntax to convey his or her messages and subtexts. Second, other than the requirement to speak for no more than one to three minutes, the constraint to pose one or more questions is the only restriction on what an MP may say. Third, dialogic interaction is limited because no question receives an answer until all participants have finished asking their questions. This is a pattern that presents the responders with the option to ignore any given question because the questioners have no opportunity for supplementary questions or intervention from the floor other than heckling. Consequently the analysis confronts the problem of incomplete adjacency pairs separated by the time lag between any given question and its answer, if there is one. Functionrelated restrictions and rules for turn taking therefore reinforce the incentives for MPs to use issue-related question time for the purpose of delivering brief, concise messages. Rhetorical questions achieve this purpose.
A rhetorical questions remains superficially a "question". Therefore, rhetorical questions are proper speech devices in accordance with their richness of various functions. Due to the multifunctional character of rhetorical questions, different functions can be fulfilled simultaneously. Thus, rhetorical questions are a legitimized and very suitable medium to be used in short question-related contributions within the parliamentary discourse.
As has been shown, three discursive aspects of rhetorical questions are characteristic in Polish parliamentary discourse. First, verbalized responses to rhetorical questions occur rarely. The MPs most often waive verbalized selfanswering because of the constraint to pose questions. Self-answering would delegitimize the right to speak in Issue specific question time. In some cases, fellow party members verbalize the speakers' implicated answers by interruptions from the floor. In other cases, the speakers complicate their verbal answers by adding an ironic or complex answer that literally does not fit with the implicated answer. However, the implicated answer still holds true.
Second, treating rhetorical questions as statements is the most important feature of Polish parliamentary discourse. The speaker's commitments to his or her implicated answer and to the propositional statement in question have to be considered as sophisticated. All addressees, be they physically present or absent, fellow party members or representatives of a rival party, recognize the implicated answers and the speakers' commitments. Poland's strong political polarization can even lead to the opponent's sharing of the commitment to the answer while rejecting the underlying assertions.
Third, deputies use rhetorical questions in question sequences in various ways. Rhetorical questions appear in pure sequences with other rhetorical questions or in mixed sequences, both with standard questions or with other kinds of non-standard questions. These sequences may be continuously connected or may be disconnected, interrupted by non-interrogative utterances. Connected sequences mixed with other questions seem to be especially persuasive. Connection of sequences of questions can effect a cognitive transfer of the implicated answer, as well as the unambiguity of the answer, from an introductory rhetorical question to its otherwise non-rhetorical segue. Thus an answer to a non-rhetorical question can come to seem as obvious as answers to rhetorical questions do.
